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The Wall Street Journal calls  Gerd ‘one of the leading Media Futurists in the World’. He is 
the co-author of the influential book ‘The Future of Music’ (2005, Berklee Press), as well as 
the author of ‘Music2.0’ (2008) and the blog-book ‘The End of Control’  
(www.endofcontrol.com, 2007). Gerd's background is in music; in 1985 he won the Quincy 
Jones Award and subsequently graduated from Boston's Berklee College of Music (1987). 
Since 2002, following a decade as digital media entrepreneur and start-up CEO, Gerd 
travels around the globe and speaks at conferences, events  and think-tanks on the Future 
of Media, Content, Technology, Business, Marketing & Advertising, Branding, Telecom, 
Communications and Culture. 

Gerd is  considered a leading expert on topics such as social media, mobile content and m-
commerce, innovation and entrepreneurship, UGC and peer production, copyright, 
licensing and IPR issues, next-generation advertising, marketing and branding, digital 
content strategies and the development of next-generation business models in the content, 
communications & technology industries.

Gerd's keynotes, speeches, presentations  and think-tank appearances are renowned for 
his hard-hitting and provocative yet inspiring and motivational style. With over 300 
engagements in 29 countries during the past 7 years, Gerd has addressed over 25.000 
executives and professionals, and is considered a key influencer.

His diverse client list includes Nokia, Google, Sony-BMG, Telkom Indonesia, Siemens, 
Kuoni, RTL, ITV, the BBC, France Telecom / Orange, Deutsche Telekom, The Financial 
Times, TribalDDB, DDB, Omnicom, the European Commission, Nokia Siemens  Networks 
and many others. Gerd is a fellow of the Royal Society for the Arts (London), a member of 
the World Future Society, and resides in Basel, Switzerland.  

More details are at www.mediafuturist.com  Twitter www.twitter.com/gleonhard 
Videos: www.gerdtube.net  and www.gerdtube.com
LinkedIn Profile and Endorsements
Contact:  gerd@mediafuturist.com   Mobile: +41 79 79 353 84
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"Gerd is a whip-smart, top class and professional conference speaker who adds significant 
value in his area of expertise. His presentations are crafted, personalised and thought-
provoking; touching each audience member and forcing them to confront their own 
attitudes to the future. Book him for your next corporate event." Michael Jackson, 
Professional Speaker and Presenter, South Africa

"Gerd's thought-provoking presentation was the highest rated keynote session at our 
conference. He incorporated feedback from our planning calls and customized a program 
that was meaningful and relevant to our audience. I am pleased to offer a personal 
endorsement of his work."  Amber Crowell Kelleher (ACTE)

"Gerd kept the audience mesmerized with examples of how Web 2.0 was  changing the 
way in which we interact with audiences, whatever our business, and how to harness the 
power of the Internet to reach them. One of the concepts  he preaches is  that for any 



business to truly espouse the value of internet communications, it has to relinquish control 
of how its  brand or products engage the 'people formerly known as consumers'. He spoke 
about user-generated content, pull versus push media, new business models for digital 
content, the culture of participation in media, copyright versus usage right, and the 
consequences of mass  media becoming personal media. The event was attended by 
CEOs, entrepreneurs, the media and advertisers. In addition to the public presentation, 
Gerd also found the time to make three customised presentation which focussed on 
Caribbean/financial perspectives, marketing and pr, and copyright and the future of music 
in a YouTube world. He dispensed advice freely to any who sought it for their businesses, 
and there were quite a few of us"  Release from Rostant Advertising/DDB October 2008

“Gerd brings a lot of inspiration, energy, insightful thinking and a great amount of 
experience into businesses that operate in today's challenging and complex digital 
landscape. The only time he isn't online is when he is on a plane (but that will probably 
change soon too). He is a rare breed that lives and breaths (web)technology and 
manoeuvres comfortably in the ever changing world of social media.” Jeroen Matser 
Strategy Director, Tribal DDB London September 4, 2009

"We hired Gerd as speaker for our OMD Germany 
Future / Client Day, May 29, 2008. He talked about 
the future of advertising and media. The performance 
couldn't have been better. The feedback of our 
guests  was great. Gerd perfectly combined his 
knowledge and expertise with his unique talent to 
inspire and entertain the audience. The up front 
coordination went perfect. Feedback on question 
never took longer than a few hours. He is always 
looking for conversations and takes as  much time as 
needed. The presentation he held was a tailor-made 
compilation for our audience. All in all it is very 
obvious that he has  a huge passion for what he is 
doing. If you need a speaker you have to talk to Gerd!"  Boris  Cieslar, Omnicom Media 
Group Germany

"Gerd Leonhard wrote The Future of Music, which basically said that the record business 
was terminally ill. I read it and thought he was right, so I hired him as a consultant. He's 
shaped our thinking!”  Ged Doherty SonyBMG UK

"I've worked with Gerd on a few occasions now and each time have found it a great 
experience. His level of knowledge, style of delivery and focus  on our particular needs was 
excellent. Highly recommended." Bruce Robertson, ITV (UK)

“Entrepreneurial experience applied to 
creative intellect makes it for ideas and 
concepts to emerge as tangible. A 
meeting, or creativity session with Gerd 
Leonhard will enable you to tap clearly 
into the future and arm your organization 
for concerted action. Participating with 

Gerd at the eTourism-Forum was an invitation to jump without hesitation into the 
exponential times we live in without doubts.”  Patrick Heuchenne Organiser, eTourism 
Forum February 21, 2009


